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301. Cédric Piromalli - Bye Bye Blues (3:26)
(France)

Tune : "Bye bye blues", by Fred Hamm and Dave Bennett
 
Cédric Piromalli, piano, keyboards.
Improviser and teacher.
Born in 1976, French.
City : Tours
I play different kind of music related to improvisation, in differents bands going from classical jazz to improvised music, experimental, noise or pop/rock. 

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/cedricpiromalli  

---
302. The Stoner - Satan i Uppsala (4:18)
(Sweden)


THE STONER
Nils Berg - Tenor sax, Bass clarinet, Flute
Jonas Östholm  - Piano
Nils Ölmedal - Kontrabas
Jon Fält - Trummor

Since their debut in 2004 The Stoner has released three albums, and grown to something of a creative centre of the new nordic jazz movement. With an outstanding charisma they deal with the jazz tradition with a playfulness inspired rather by The Beatles than John Coltrane.

- A concert with the Stoner should feel like a good thriller. Exciting, beautiful and unpredictable. Although we play encores, you don't get that at the cinemas. 
Nils Berg, composer and director of the band, places the music somewhere between The Beach Boys, Broadway and "the good old swedish angst". 
- A couple of our new songs are real heart-achers. Maybe we should find ourselves a shrink. Really, we just want to play music that makes people dance...

The Stoner have been touring Sweden extensively, when not on the road in South Africa, Scotland or Russia. The members of the band are far from faithful, two-timing with the swedish jazz elite alongside international stars like Tomasz Stanko, Bobo Stenson and Mando Diao.

Press:
زA new kind of jazzس زMusic that holds more than it excludes ذ it has groove, beauty and something almost naïvely affirmative to itس (DN)
زListening to this makes me stunned and thoroughly happy. How dare they?س 
(V-K) 
زThe Stoner stands at the front, staring the future of Swedish Jazz straight in the eyeس (dagensskiva.com)
زTenor sax player Nils Berg leads the quartet the Stoner with credit. He turns established concepts on their sides, liberated from all that is prestigeس زAudiopharmacologic for the people!س (Svd)

Please refer to WWW.THESTONER.COM for sounds, pictures and more info.

---
303. Jungfrauenjoch - Ham & Eggs (5:42)
(Germany)

Recorded:
November 2007  at:  Studio schloter.com, Dieburg, Germany
(image image001)

Band members:	
Reinhard Fenkl-Anspach (as) 
Guenter Froehlich (g)
James Hergott (b)
Ralph Schloter (dm, kb, comp)

(JFJ_MK2_Logo.jpg)
JUNGFRAUENJOCH is a german formation that was founded some years ago when three musicians got fed up with traditional/oldtime jazz and dissociated from the NoName Jazzband. An acoustic trio with sax/trumpet, bass and drums quite exceptionally was partly pimped with electronics. After a jazz conceptions workshop in 2005 the MK I instrumentation with Albert Bormuth (ts, tp), James Hergott (b) and Ralph Schloter (dm, kb, comp.) was enhanced by Reinhard Fenkl-Anspach (as) and Guenter Froehlich (g).

Contact:
http://www.jungfrauenjoch.de
music@jungfrauenjoch.de	


---
304. AG3io Strong and Wrong - Fragmented (6:17)
(Belgium)


Antoine Guenet : organ, composition
Steven Delannoye : saxophone
Lander Gyselinck : drums
 
The Strong & Wrong trio was founded in 2008 by pianist/composer Antoine Guenet in order to experiment in complete freedom with music composition and performance. For that purpose, he surrounded himself with two musicians sharing his wish : Steven Delannoye (saxophones) and Lander Gyselinck (drums). Together they are making the fully wrong but strong sound of the modern eclectic punk/free jazz trio.

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/strongandwrong


---
305. Seesaw Ensemble - Themes and Variations (12:59)
(United States)


"Improvised and executed with closed eyes and open heads..."

Band Members:
Zuri Waters (alto sax) 
Manny Vega (upright bass) 
Preston Swirnoff (piano, percussion, bells, fender rhodes, organ) 
David Hurley (Drums, Percussion, Flute/misc. winds, Moog Synth) 

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/seesawensemble

---
306. Bloom K Trio - Nerys & Leo (13:57)
(France)


Musicians :
Agathe Vitteau, piano
Cédric Lemaire, drums
Sébastien Jeser, doublebass

Contact:
www.myspace.com/bloomktrio

---
307. Oli Mayne, Noel Taylor and James O'Sullivan -  Flotzon, Jetson, Lagan (5:06)
(United Kingdom)


Floating on the surface are fragments of something that once was whole, now swirling and eddying, carried by a motion that sways from turbulence to dead calm.  
This is the improvised musical space inhabited by Londonصs Oli Mayne on Vibraphone, Noel Taylor on clarinet and JamesصO Sullivan on guitar.

"Any ship, yron, leade, or other goods floating or lying under the water or in the depth, of which there is no possessor or owner, which commonly are called Flotzon, Jetson, and Lagan."   (شArticles concerning the admiralty of England, and the iurisdiction thereofص, 1591)

Flibbity Jibbet
www.myspace.com/flibjib
omvibraphone
www.myspace.com/omvibraphone 

---
308. LeRatDuBois - LeRatDuBois (9:04)
(France)


Members of the group:
Thomas Dubois (piano),
David Lara (soprano sax),
Jean Rougier (bass)

Contact link:
http://www.myspace.com/leratdubois

---
309. Arkana Music - Through Sacco's Eyes (6:54)
(Canada)

original jazz quartet composition

Ali Berkok - Piano, 
Mark Laver - saxophone, 
Gord Mowat - bass, 
Jake Oelrichs - drums

 About Arkana Music
Arkana Music is noted for its creative risk taking and virtuosity. Russ Cooper of Panpot.ca described their debut album, Hyprovisation as "a truly gorgeous discovery packed with remarkable musicianship," and John Book of da bookman's blog said "these guys know how to play with the kind of tenacity which comes from not only knowing your instrument, but knowing how to play music."

Arkana Music is a Toronto based modern jazz quartet focused on improvisation and creative music. All compositions are by Ali Berkok and each piece is written in order to create a different environment, without relying on existing jazz vehicles and devices.

Since its inception, Arkana has performed in many of Toronto's established venues such as the Rex Hotel, Cameron House, Tranzac and the Trane Studio, and newer clubs like the Central and Concord Cafe. Arkana has received airplay on international radio and podcasts, reaching as high as 1 on Calgary's CJSW jazz chart. As well, the band was recently featured as the soundtrack to Deartoronto.com coverage of Toronto's "Nights of Fire" event.

The beginnings of the band date back to collaborations between Ali and saxophonist Mark Laver, which took place at the Banff Centre For The Arts in 2005. Here, Ali and Mark were introduced to a world of techniques outside of the mainstream. Shortly thereafter, while working in Hong Kong, Ali started working on the initial pieces for the band. Arkana Music first appeared in May 2006 at the Concord Cafe in Toronto.

Contact:
http://www.arkana-music.com 
http://www.myspace.com/arkanamusic




---
total time: 67:37

---
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